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Updated tyer's list:
SBecker – TBD
Eunanhendron - Demo winged wet flies, salmon flies and streamers
Volksnurse – Wicked foam beetle
Frequenttyer – Orange stimulator
It's hard to believe its already time to think about the tying jam. This year just flew by!
I'm going to demo an orange stimulator which is a really versatile pattern that gives a lot of guys (myself
included) problems. I may be taking tips from the audience
I “borrowed” the following from one of HA's posts last year. it provides some good advice for jam tyers that I
think is worth repeating.
Mike.

Quote:

For those that don't know, TBD stands for "To Be Decided". The sooner the tyers can pick their pattern, the
better. This allows others the opportunity to choose something not listed, although duplicates aren't out of
bounds. Just pick something you feel comfortable tying (and explaining as you go) within the 15 minute
time limit.
It really helps if you practice your "demo" beforehand, especially to keep within the time limit. Having all
materials laid out beforehand is also good. We've got 8 hours to tie, vs 4 hours we had last year. This
means we should be able to fit about 30 tyers into the rotation. If we have extra time, that time will be used
for Q & A sessions following each demo.
We request that the tyers explain techniques as they go, rather than just tying the fly, and explaining
afterwards. This can easily make a 5 minute tie into a 15 minute tie, so be prepared.

